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ABSTRACT
The present study is highlight to address a radioactivity of heavy and super heavy nuclei.
We study the nuclear structure effects of the parent nucleus on its half-life times and the
preformation of the - particle as a cluster inside it. In particular, both the valence nucleons
(holes) and the isospin asymmetry dependencies of the preformation probability of an -
cluster inside parents radioactive nuclei are investigated. The calculations are employed in
the framework of the density-dependent cluster model of α-decay process for the even-even
spherical parents nuclei with protons number around the closed shell Z = 82 and neutrons
number around the closed shells N0=82 and N0=126.

Keywords: heavy and super nuclei, valence and isospin.

1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the synthesis of super-heavy nuclei and their decays have received

a particular attention. Since the observation of the α-decay of radioactive

nuclei by Rutherford and its explanation later on as a quantum tunneling

phenomenon, there are extensive theoretical and experimental studies were

done on it to probe the nuclear structure and to explore the probability of

detecting new synthesized elements. One of the important quantities which

affect sensitively the nuclear ground state properties and stability of

neutron-rich nuclei is its isospin asymmetry. Also, in the different nuclear

reactions the isospin asymmetry of the reacting nuclei plays a key role. On

the other hand, many nuclear quantities  [Buck et al., 2005, Madhubrata et

al., 2008] show systematic behavior with the effective number of valance

protons (Np ) and neutrons (Nn), or holes, inside the nucleus. Using the
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concept of valence nucleons number instead of the number of nucleons help

more to predict new shell and sub-shell structures [Zhao, 2000, Madhubrata

et al., 2008,].

In a recent work [Madhubrata et al., 2008]  the spectroscopic factor for the

decays of even-even nuclei with Z = 84–98 and N = 128–152 are shown to

vary smoothly as a function of effective numbers of valence nucleons which

are considered with respect to cores of closed nucleon shells.While in the

pure α-cluster model the α-particle is considered as a part of the nuclear

structure, P=1, the other models predict that the formation of the α-particle

inside the nucleus has probability value less than unity. This probability is

called the preformation probability or the spectroscopic factor [Mohr, 2006].

It is expected to be a superposition of the different nuclear structure effects

such as the shell and pairing effects [Zhang and Royer, 2008, Qian et al.,

2011]. One of the recent evidences of cluster states in heavy nuclei is the

observation of several very enhanced E1 transitions in 212Po which can be

clearly understood with an 208Pb+ configuration [Astier et al., 2010]. its

isospin asymmetry and its incompressibility [Seif, 2006], in addition to the

collective vibrational excitations [Peltonen et al., 2007] and deformations.

There are several theoretical methods used to predict proton, α and cluster

decays such as the  fission model [Basu, 2003], the preformed cluster model

(CM) [Denisov and Ikezoe, 2005], the macroscopic-microscopic finite-

range droplet Model, FRDM [Muntian et al., 2003], and the generalized

density dependent cluster model (GDDCM) [Ni and Ren, 2009, Ni and Ren,

2010]. Also, the microscopic self consistent  relativistic mean field

approach, RMF, for instance, have been used for the nuclei appearing in the

- decay chains of the known superheavy elements [Gam- bhir et al.,2005].
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In the  +core picture, the considered parent nucleus can be considered as a

structureless α cluster orbiting a core (daughter) nucleus of several complete

shells of nucleons. Both the fission model. and the double folding model has

been used to calculate the interaction potential between the daughter and the

α-cluster, using RMF densities along with the density dependent DDM3Y

NN interaction [Gambhir et al.,2005]. Through the different models of 

and cluster decays, the microscopic folding interaction potential between the

density distributions of the emitted  (cluster) and the residual daughter

nucleus have been widely used in different recent studies. The calculated

folding potential is usually based on either the density independent or the

density dependent forms of the realistic M3Y NN effective interactions

[Seif, 2006, Ni and Ren, 2009, Ni and Ren, 2010].

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.1 The Half-Life Times Based On The Sly4 Interaction

Based on both the SLy4 mean field Skyrme force, the half-lives of the

ground state to ground state α-decay of the even-even radioactive nuclei

with 68 ≤ ≤ 92 and 84 ≤ ≤ 136 have been calculated. These

calculations will be performed using the Hamiltonian energy density

formalism. We start with the self-consistent mean-field calculations of the

proton and neutron density distributions in the framework of the Skyrme-

Hartree-Fock, SHF, approach [Reinhard, 1990]. The calculated total

interaction potential, after adding the Coulomb part, is used to obtain the

tunneling probability, The values of  Q-values and the calculated and the

experimental half-lives based on the mentioned force for the different

studied decays are presented in Table I. For the mentioned ground state α-

decays of the even-even radioactive spherical nuclei there is no angular
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momentum transfer carried by the  nucleus. = − and = −
in Table I express the effective number of valence protons and neutrons,

respectively, or holes in the parent nucleus. and are the numbers of

proton and neutrons of the nearest proton and neutron closed shells,

respectively. While the positive sign indicates the number of valence

protons or neutrons, the negative sign indicates the number of proton or

neutron holes. For our considered decays = 82 while = 82 or= 126.,The number of valence protons ( ) and neutons ( ) or holes

(with negative sign), the isospin asymmetry parameter (I) of the parents

nuclei and the released energy for the different decays have been considered

as study cases. The last two columns are the experimental ( / ) and the

calculated ( / ) half-lives based on the SLy4 Skyrme force.

2.2 The Half-Life Times Based On The M3Y-Paris Interaction

Based on the effective M3Y-Paris NN interaction, the half-lives of the

ground state to ground state α-decay of the same mentioned even-even

radioactive nuclei with 68 ≤ ≤ 92 and 84 ≤ ≤ 136 have been

presented in Table II. These calculations, based on the M3Y-Paris

interaction, have been performed using the double-folding model to

calculate the interaction potential. The density distribution function of α-

particle in its Gaussian form [Basu, 2003].

2.3 The Half-Life Times Of Superheavy Elements

Table III shows the calculated half-lives, based on the SLy4 Skyrme force,

for the decays of different super-heavy elements.

Comparing the calculated half-lives as extracted from the calculations based

on the SLy4 parameterization of the Skyrme like interaction, Table I, and
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those extracted from the calculations based on the M3Y NN interactions,

Table II, we find clear agreement between them. The extracted half-lives

based on the two procedures are always of the same order of magnitudes.

We have to mention here that the calculations based on the Skyrme

interaction are performed here for the first time. As can be seen in Tables I,

II, and III, the calculated half-lives, based on the two forces, are always of

two or three order of magnitudes less than that of the experimental ones.

This is expected where we didn’t include the preformation probability in the

decay width calculations. In part IV of this chapter we shall extract the

preformation probability from these calculated half-lives and discuss its

behavior with the valence nucleons, holes, and the isospin asymmetry

parameter of the parents nuclei in details.

2.4 The Preformation Factor

Now, based on both the SLy4 mean field Skyrme force and the effective

M3Y-Paris NN interaction we have the calculated the half-lives of the

ground state to ground state α-decay of the even-even radioactive nuclei

with 68 ≤ ≤ 92 and 84 ≤ ≤ 136, Tables I and II. We can use these

calculated half-lives of the mentioned decays to find the preformation factor

(the spectroscopic factor) for each parent as described in chapter II, Eq.

(2.2), The deduced preformation factors based on the two mentioned forces

for the different studied decays are presented in Table VI.

Table VI shows that the preformation factors as deduced from the

calculations based on the SLy4 force appear to be consistent with those

deduced from the calculations based on the M3Y-Paris force. The deduced

preformation factors based on the M3Y-Paris calculations are little higher
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than those based on the SLy4 calculations but both are always of the same

order of magnitude.

3. SUMMERY AND CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we investigated the dependence of the preformation

probability, preformation factor, of an -cluster inside even N-even Z

radioactive nuclei, on both the number of valence nucleons (holes) and the

isospin asymmetry of the parent nucleus. The study clarify that the

preformation factor increases with increasing the isospin asymmetry of the

parent nuclei if they have only valence protons and neutrons, with no holes.

For the nuclei having neutron or proton holes in addition to the valence

protons or neutrons, we found that the preformation factor decreases with

increasing the isospin asymmetry. The obtained results show also that the

deduced preformation factors follow individual linear behaviors as a

function of the multiplication of the valence protons ( ) and neutron ( )

numbers.
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TABLE I.  SLY4 SKYRME FORCE

⁄ (s)

SLy4
/ (s)

Q

(MeV)
NNNPParent

7.33 X1011.14 X1014.9340.105214152Er

2.45 X1024.41 X1015.4740.091212154Yb

2.52 X1012.60 X1024.8360.103412156Yb

1.22 X1032.30 X1026.0280.077210156Hf

4.62 X1016.31 X1005.4050.089410158Hf

7.25 X1051.50 X1036.6120.06328158W

1.54 X1011.66 X1025.2800.09888164W

1.40 X1041.90 X1036.7670.06246162Os

1.45 X1032.90 X1027.3190.125182192Po

1.91 X1023.92 X1016.9870.134162194Po

3.13 X1015.92 X1006.6570.143142196Po

7.59 X1001.86 X1026.3100.152122198Po

2.07 X1024.60 X1035.9820.160102200Po

4.02 X1031.40 X1055.7010.16882202Po

4.70 X1041.93 X1065.4850.17662204Po

3.02 X1051.40 X1075.3270.18442206Po

1.15 X1069.15 X1075.2150.19222208Po

7.28 X1021.08 X1007.0440.140124200Rn

6.88 X1011.09 X1016.7740.149104202Rn

5.24 X1001.02 X1026.5460.15784204Rn

2.25 X1015.49 X1026.3840.16564206Rn

7.03 X1012.36 X1036.2610.17344208Rn

1.77 X1029.00 X1036.1590.18124210Rn

8.44 X1041.20 X1075.4070.20002210Po

5.07 X10123.70 X10163.7920.21920210Pb

1.55 X1011.43 X1036.3850.18904212Rn

8.47 X1092.99 X1078.9540.20822212Po

9.29 X1061.64 X1047.8300.21542214Po

1.03 X1021.45 X1016.9060.22262216Po
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TABLE II. M3Y-PARIS NN INTERACTION

⁄ (s)

M3Y-Paris
/ (s)

Q

(MeV)
NNNPParent

1.08 X1001.14 X1014.9340.105214152Er

3.62 X1024.41 X1015.4740.091212154Yb

3.65 X1012.60 X1024.8360.103412156Yb

1.78 X1032.30 X1026.0280.077210156Hf

6.60 X1016.31 X1005.4050.089410158Hf

1.06 X1041.50 X1036.6120.06328158W

2.23 X1011.66 X1025.2800.09888164W

2.07 X1041.90 X1036.7670.06246162Os

2.44 X1032.90 X1027.3190.1251
82192Po

3.19 X1023.92 X1016.9870.1341
62194Po

5.07 X1015.92 X1006.6570.1431
42196Po

1.20 X1011.86 X1026.3100.1521
22198Po

3.08 X1024.60 X1035.9820.16012200Po

1.04 X1082.70 X1079.2090.19624214Rn

3.43 X1064.50 X1058.2350.20444216Rn

3.80 X1033.50 X1027.2630.21164218Rn

7.46 X1005.56 X1016.4050.21884220Rn

5.01 X1043.30 X1055.5900.225104222Rn

8.91 X1091.82 X1079.5300.18526216Ra

2.55 X1062.57 X1058.5500.19346218Ra

1.96 X1031.80 X1027.5950.20066220Ra

7.66 X1091.17 X1079.8490.17428218Th

1.11 X1069.70 X1068.9600.18248220Th

5.99 X1096.00 X10810.1900.164210220U
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0

6.21 X1031.40 X1055.7010.16882202Po

7.26 X1041.93 X1065.4850.17662204Po

4.73 X1051.40 X1075.3270.18442206Po

1.85 X1069.15 X1075.2150.19222208Po

1.18 X1011.08 X1007.0440.1401
24200Rn

1.14 X1001.09 X1016.7740.1491
04202Rn

8.50 X1001.02 X1026.5460.15784204Rn

3.72 X1015.49 X1026.3840.16564206Rn

1.17 X1022.36 X1036.2610.17344208Rn

3.06 X1029.00 X1036.1590.18124210Rn

1.47 X1051.20 X1075.4070.20002210Po

9.49 X10113.70 X10163.7920.21920210Pb

2.89 X1011.43 X1036.3850.18904212Rn

1.45 X1082.99 X1078.9540.20822212Po

1.41 X1051.64 X1047.8300.21542214Po

1.52 X1021.45 X1016.9060.22262216Po

1.68 X1082.70 X1079.2090.19624214Rn

5.31 X1064.50 X1058.2350.20444216Rn

5.55 X1033.50 X1027.2630.21164218Rn

9.96 X1005.56 X1016.4050.21884220Rn

6.28 X1043.30 X1055.5900.225104222Rn

1.39 X1081.82 X1079.5300.18526216Ra

3.81 X1062.57 X1058.5500.19346218Ra

2.68 X1031.80 X1027.5950.20066220Ra

1.17 X1081.17 X1079.8490.17428218Th

1.57 X1069.70 X1068.9600.18248220Th

9.10 X1096.00 X10810.1900.164210220U
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TABLE III.The experimental released energy (Qexp) and half-lives ( / ) for decays of

some superheavy nuclei and their calculated half-lives ( / ) as calculated based on the

SLy4 Skyrme force.

⁄ (s)/ (s)
Qexp

(MeV)
Parent

2.85 X10-5. . . ×11.810294118

2.01 X10-3×10.800292116

6.91 X10-4. .. ×11.000290116

4.13 X10-2×10.090288114

8.81X10-5. ×10.345286114

1.65 X100. ×9.35284Cp

4.60 X10-6. ×11.200270Ds

1.09 X10-1. ×9.300270Hs

1.44 X10-4. ×10.336266Hs

4.26 X10-1. ×8.88266Sg

TABLE VI. The deduced preformation factors based on  the two mentioned forces, SLy4 (

Table I) and M3Y-Paris ( Table II).

M3Y-ParisSLy4/ (s)Parent ⁄ (s)⁄ (s)

0.0951.08 X1000.0647.33 X1011.14 X101152Er

0.0823.62 X1020.0562.45 X1024.41 X101154Yb
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0.1413.65 X1010.0972.52 X1012.60 X102156Yb

0.0771.78 X1030.0531.22 X1032.30 X102156Hf

0.1056.60 X1010.0734.62 X1016.31 X100158Hf

0.0701.06 X1040.0487.25 X1051.50 X103158W

0.1342.23 X1010.0931.54 X1011.66 X102164W

0.1092.07 X1040.0741.40 X1041.90 X103162Os

0.0842.44 X1030.0501.45 X1032.90 X102192Po

0.0813.19 X1020.0491.91 X1023.92 X101194Po

0.0865.07 X1010.0533.13 X1015.92 X100196Po

0.0651.20 X1010.0417.59 X1001.86 X102198Po

0.0673.08 X1020.0452.07 X1024.60 X103200Po

0.0446.21 X1030.0294.02 X1031.40 X105202Po

0.0387.26 X1040.0244.70 X1041.93 X106204Po
0.0344.73 X1050.0223.02 X1051.40 X107206Po

0.0201.85 X1060.0131.15 X1069.15 X107208Po

0.1101.18 X1010.0677.28 X1021.08 X100200Rn

0.1041.14 X1000.0636.88 X1011.09 X101202Rn

0.0838.50 X1000.0515.24 X1001.02 X102204Rn

0.0683.72 X1010.0412.25 X1015.49 X102206Rn

0.0501.17 X1020.0307.03 X1012.36 X103208Rn

0.0343.06 X1020.0201.77 X1029.00 X103210Rn

0.0121.47 X1050.0078.44 X1041.20 X107210Po

0.000039.49 X10110.000145.07 X10123.70 X1016210Pb

0.0202.89 X1010.0111.55 X1011.43 X103212Rn

0.0491.45 X1080.0288.47 X1092.99 X107212Po

0.0861.41 X1050.0579.29 X1061.64 X104214Po

0.1051.52 X1020.0711.03 X1021.45 X101216Po
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0.0621.68 X1080.0381.04 X1082.70 X107214Rn

0.1185.31 X1060.0763.43 X1064.50 X105216Rn

0.1585.55 X1030.1093.80 X1033.50 X102218Rn

0.1799.96 X1000.1347.46 X1005.56 X101220Rn

0.1906.28 X1040.1525.01 X1043.30 X105222Rn

0.0761.39 X1080.0498.91 X1091.82 X107216Ra

0.1483.81 X1060.0992.55 X1062.57 X105218Ra

0.1492.68 X1030.1091.96 X1031.80 X102220Ra

0.1001.17 X1080.0657.66 X1091.17 X107218Th

0.1621.57 X1060.1141.11 X1069.70 X106220Th

0.1529.10 X1090.1005.99 X1096.00 X108220U


